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For more than three centuries scientists, historians, and popularizers of science have been repeating
the claim that Copernicus ‘‘dethroned’’ earth from its ‘‘privileged’’ central position in the universe.
However, a survey of pre-Copernican natural philosophy~which viewed the earth as located in a
cosmic sump! and of Copernicans’ own account of the axiological meaning of the new heliocentric
astronomy~which exalted earth to the dance of the stars! demonstrates that the cliche´ about earth’s
‘‘demotion’’ is unwarranted and fit to be discarded. ©2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR JANITORIAL
WORK

The main concern of this paper is the kind of thing th
happens to some perfectly good physical theory when
interpreted, either by experts or by popularizers, in an un
orous or uninformed manner to mean something that it d
not mean. A familiar example of this phenomenon is h
Einsteinian relativity theory is seized on by those who wi
in whatever realm—moral, psychological, or ev
physical—to support the claim that ‘‘everything is relative
Richard Feynman, to mention only one stellar example,
dealt dryly and decisively with what he calls the ‘‘cockta
party philosophers’’ who promote this interpretation of re
tivity. There is ‘‘nothing deeper in most of the philosoph
which is said to have come from the theory of relativity
asserts Feynman, ‘‘than the remark that ‘A person looks
ferent from the front than from the back;’’’ however, in fac
as far as physics is concerned, ‘‘it is not true that ‘all
relative.’’’1

In a similar manner I would like to invite scrutiny—and
ultimately, rejection—of what I will argue is a nontrivially
erroneous interpretation of another, much earlier deve
ment in physics and cosmology: the Copernican revoluti
In doing so I shall be attempting, in my function as an int
lectual historian, to perform a bit of janitorial work that
hope may be of use to the community of physicists and
yond. In short, I shall try tobeginto sweep away what I cal
the great Copernican cliche´, which for a good number o
years, even centuries, has been cluttering up our unders
ing of the history of astronomy, and of history generally.

In its most popular form, the erroneous claim I wish
tackle often appears side-by-side with yet another one th
will mention just in passing, and only with reference to
expression beyond scientific circles. In the 1997 Hollywo
science-fiction movie calledMen in Black, the main charac-
ter, Agent Kay, who is leading humanity’s attempt to defe
itself against ‘‘the scum of the universe,’’ at one point tries
chart human progress by declaring that 500 years ago ev
one thought~1! that the earth was flat, and~2! that we were
the center of the universe.

The first of these two claims is really very easy to dispo
of—paceGeorge and Ira Gershwin, who wrote, in a popu
song, ‘‘They all laughed at Christopher Columbus / When
said that the world was round.’’ In fact I do not doubt th
some of Columbus’s contemporaries might have thought
the earth was flat. On the other hand, I’d lay even odds
within a 10 mile radius of where you live you could fin
1029 Am. J. Phys.69 ~10!, October 2001 http://ojps.aip.org
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someone who believes in a flat earth. If we’re compar
educated people with educated people, however, we
readily show how Aristotle in the fourth century B.C. taug
that the earth is spherical, and how Eratosthenes at the
ginning of the second century B.C. devised a method
calculating, pretty accurately, the circumference of t
spherical earth.2

But that second claim of Agent Kay inMen in Black, the
one about us no longer ‘‘being the center of the univers
will take a little more effort to put into the dumpster—and
little more time—simply because it is still so firmly attache
to ordinary, respectable, even reputedly scientific ways
thinking about the history of astronomy.

Let me invite a moment of reflection: How often have yo
heard or read that Copernicusdethronedhumankind by re-
moving earth from the center of the universe? It is a cla
that one hears not only in Hollywood B-movies but al
from more scientifically reputable sources. Most high sch
science texts seem to say so, as do many university-l
‘‘Astronomy 101’’ syllabuses.3 Anyone writing on the history
of science as it relates to human value seems obliged to
so, including prominent scientists who authoritatively inte
pret that history for a wider public. In 1973, in one of a ser
of public lectures marking the 500th anniversary of Coper
cus’s birth, Theodosius Dobzhansky declared that, with C
pernicus, the earth was ‘‘dethroned from its presumed c
trality and preeminence.’’4 Perhaps most famously of al
Carl Sagan described Copernicanism as the first in a serie
‘‘Great Demotions ... delivered to human pride.’’5 And the
same general claim continues to be repeated year by y
whether in popular accounts or in the writings of the mo
learned scientists, as for example in the pronouncemen
Britain’s Astronomer Royal, Sir Martin Rees: ‘‘It is over 40
years since Copernicus dethroned the Earth from the p
leged position that Ptolemy’s cosmology accorded it.’’6 Late
in 1999, amid the pseudo-millennial exuberance that
gulfed the closing days of that year, the then-Chair of
Historical Astronomy Division of the American Astronom
cal Society was asked to nominate a ‘‘Top Ten’’ list of A
tronomical Triumphs of the Millennium—and placed at #
spot the following:

We are not the center of the

SOLAR SYSTEM~Copernicus, 1500! ...

UNIVERSE ~Digges@1576#!7

To complete this miscellaneous sampling, I share an insta
that caused me particular dismay. In October of 2000,Sky &
1029/ajp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Telescopepublished a review of my own anthology,The
Book of the Cosmos. The review was illustrated with the
famous heliocentric diagram from Copernicus’sDe revolu-
tionibus orbium caelestium,accompanied by a caption pro
vided by the magazine’s editors. Copernicus, the cap
stated~in part echoing Sagan!, ‘‘was the first to push human
kind off its pedestal of being the center of the universe. S
a celestial demotion did not go over well in religiou
circles.’’8

My purpose in citing all these examples—by peop
whom I hold in high regard—is to illustrate the sheer perv
siveness of the great Copernican cliche´, which has been re
peated so often, and by such respectable voices, that it is
virtually a part of everyone’s mental furniture. That,
course, is the nature of a cliche´: It is a statement whose ver
frequency of repetition results, independent of its truth
falsehood, in its being repeated yet again. As this definit
concedes, not all cliche´s are necessarily false. However, m
janitorial task here is to try to clear away a cliche´ that is
false—and, I believe, harmful. The job will divide itself int
three main shifts:~1! an explication of the nature, terms, an
assumptions of the cliche´ itself; ~2! an examination of some
of the features of pre-Copernican physics and cosmolo
with illustrations of how they have been misrepresented
misunderstood; and~3! an overview of how Copernicans
own conception of their accomplishments runs counter
more modern interpretations of the meaning of Copernic
ism. These will be followed by further reflections on th
cliché’s origin and future. My assumption in attempting the
tasks is that, if professional physicists and astronomers
be made aware of the fallacy of the cliche´, then its days may
be numbered.9

II. THE NATURE OF THE CLICHE ´

The great Copernican cliche´ is premised upon an uncriti
cal equation ofgeocentrism withanthropocentrism. It pre-
sumes that, by removing earth from a physically and g
metrically central location in the universe, Copernic
removed humankind~anthropos!, inhabitant of this earth
from its metaphysicallycentral place in the cosmos.

We shall be assisted in observing the distinction betw
geocentrism and anthropocentrism if we likewise carefu
distinguish betweenliteral and figurative. For example, we
are already speaking figuratively when we say that Cope
cus removed earth from the center of the universe—for,
erally, earth wasn’t there to start with, and, whatever ear
location, Copernicus didn’t actually move it! In some r
spects, of course, this trope is innocent enough, and I’m
objecting in principle to figurative language. But as I’ll try t
show shortly, we risk serious confusion unless we exerc
caution in moving from the literal to the figurative. Geoce
trism is primarily a term ofliteral denotation: Ptolemy’s cos
mology is called geocentric because he thought that the e
stood literally, geometrically, at or in the center. B
anthropocentrism—likeethnocentrism andeurocentrism—is
a term whose primary denotation is figurative and axiolo
cal: To call an American eurocentric is to say that his or
value system is culturally ‘‘centered on’’ that of Europ
~whatever that might mean!. The first time I ever visited
London, England, I was given a tour by a proud London
who pointed out Piccadilly Circus to me and announc
‘‘And that is the center of the universe.’’ He was, with fu
1030 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 10, October 2001
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awareness, speaking figuratively, and was making, perh
with a touch of self-irony, a statement about theimportance
of the place.

Now, in underlining this distinction, I am not of cours
denying that a geocentristmight also be an anthropocentris
I’m simply making the crucial preliminary point that litera
and figurative meanings don’t necessarily coincide, and
a critical understanding of the history of geocentrism, as w
as of the rejection of geocentrism, ought to begin by obse
ing the difference. At a subsequent stage of my argume
shall support the further claim that, for most pre-Copernic
philosophical and astronomical authorities, geocentrism
not in fact entail or even accompany claims about earth’s
humankind’s preeminent importance.

In short, the great preponderance of evidence I have
amined suggests that the equation of pre- and a
Copernicangeocentrism withanthropocentrism, in spite of
how frequently it continues to be reasserted, is historica
philosophically, and scientifically untenable. There neither
nor in the unfolding of Copernicanism has there ever be
any necessary correlation between literal, geometric cen
ity and ‘‘centrality’’ in the figurative sense of ‘‘importance’
or ‘‘prominence.’’ The affirmation of one does not entail a
affirmation of the other, nor does thedenial of one entail a
denial of the other.

III. ARISTOTLE’S PHYSICS AND THE MEANING
OF EARTH’S LOCATION

Before turning to Copernicus and his immediate heirs,
us briefly review some of the assumptions upon which Pto
maic, pre-Copernican cosmology rested. A glance at one
pect of Aristotelian physics will lead us immediately to a
other distinction that modern interpreters often fail
observe.

I have already illustrated fromSky & Telescopeand the
H.A.D. Newshow we tend to drop the preposition ‘‘at’’ o
‘‘in’’ when describing geocentrism: We say, ‘‘for Ptolemy
earthwas the center of the universe.’’ I’m not just splitting
hairs here. Technically, Aristotle and Ptolemy didnot believe
that earth ‘‘was the center of the universe.’’ Rather, the un
versehada centerpoint; and earth~per accidens, as Aristotle
might have said, had he spoken Latin! was so located thatits
centerpoint coincided withthe universe’scenterpoint.10 It is
quite understandable that we should ignore this distinction
feel that it is merely trivial, given our tendency to read Ne
ton back into pre-Newtonian physics. For Newton—and al
indirectly, for Einstein—itis the earth, the mass, that draw
objects towards its own center. But for Aristotle, the te
dency of heavy things to fall down resulted not from t
location of a certain mass but rather from the influence of
location itself, in this case the central location—and I me
not the center of the earth as such but the center,period. It is
that centralplaceitself, not a massive body, that draws hea
things to itself. As Aristotle says in Book 4 of thePhysics,
place itself ‘‘exerts a certain influence.’’11 And it is merely
the fact that earth is composed of the heaviest element~earth
being heavier than the other three: water, air, and fire, in
order! that explains why the body on which we live is mo
tionlessin the center of the universe. In this sense, then, v
strictly speaking, we shouldn’t even call the Aristotelia
Ptolemaic cosmology ‘‘geocentric,’’ but rather somethin
like ‘‘centro-centric,’’ though I have no great expectation th
this term will catch on.
1030Dennis R. Danielson
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Aristotle’s literal, physical explanation for why earth isat
or in the center of the universe has profound consequen
consequences that almost uniformly run counter to the in
pretations implied by the great Copernican cliche´ as it has
been disseminated throughout histories of western cosm
ogy since the late 17th century. In most medieval interpre
tions of Aristotle’s and Ptolemy’s cosmology, earth’s positi
at the center of the universe was taken as evidence not o
importance but ~to use a term still in circulation! its
grossness.12 One of the clearest expositions of this idea
found in the writings of the great Jewish philosopher Mos
Maimonides~1135–1204!. After drawing various parallels
between the universe as a whole and an individual bo
Maimonides nevertheless cautions that there are differe
that undermine any simple analogy between macrocosm
microcosm. One of these differences relates to the place
importance of the center.

Living creatures endowed with a heart have it
within the body and in the midst thereof; there it
is surrounded by organs which it governs. Thus it
derives a benefit from them, for they guard and
protect it ... .The reverse occurs in the case of
the Universe. The superior part encompasses the
inferior parts ... . While it influences all that is
contained within, it is not influenced by any act
or force of any material being. There is, however,
some similarity@between the universe and man#
in this point. In the body of animals, the organs
more distant from the principal organ are of less
importance than those nearer to it. Also in the
universe,the nearer the parts are to the centre,
the greater is their turbidness, their solidity, their
inertness, their dimness and darkness, because
they are further away from the loftiest element,
from the source of light and brightness, which
moves by itself and the substance of which is the
most rarefied and simplest: from the outermost
sphere. At the same ratio at which a body is
nearer this sphere, it derives properties from it,
and rises above the spheres below it.13

This view of our place in the universe undergirds Ma
monides’ subsequent warning in the same work that we m
not ‘‘think that the spheres and the angels were created
our sake’’ ~p. 276!. In the earlier words of Proclus~412–
485!, ‘‘man is ... a ‘being of farness’: ‘living at the end of th
Whole, and farthest from them~i.e., real things!, we have a
gross and defectuous perception.’’’14

A fuller survey of ancient and medieval Arabic, Jewis
and Christian thought—for which there is insufficient spa
here—would reinforce this axiological dimension of cosm
ogy. Upward is the direction of improvement and rising im
portance~within Christianity, for example, Heaven isup;
Christ rises from death and into Heaven; the spirits of th
devout areexalted—literally, ‘‘lifted high’’—and so on!. By
contrast,downward, toward the center, is the direction o
deterioration, corruption, and the grave. In this sense,
Martianus Capella~fl. 410–439! points out in his cosmologi-
cal writings, earth is ‘‘in the middleand at the bottom’’ po-
sition in the universe.15 As the Arab geographer Al-Birun
~973–1048! states, ‘‘in the centre of the sphere of the mo
is the earth, and this centre is in reality the lowest part.16

Thomas Aquinas, the greatest of medieval Christian philo
phers, declares that, ‘‘in the universe, earth—that all
1031 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 10, October 2001
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spheres encircle and that, as for place, lies in the center
the most material and coarsest~ignobilissima! of all
bodies.’’17 Moreover, based on a consistent extrapolat
from this view, the Middle Ages conceived of hell as bein
located at thevery center, and therefore coincident with th
center of earth. In Dante’sDivine Comedy, accordingly, we
find the Inferno, hell itself, in the earth’s inmost core, at t
very midpoint of which, in keeping with Aristotelian physic
as well as with poetic justice, appears Satan: not dancin
flames—for the element of fire belongs in another place
but frozen, immobile, in ice.18

To summarize, pre-Copernican cosmology pointed no
the metaphysical or axiological ‘‘centrality’’ but rather to th
sheer grossness of humankind and its abode. In this view
earth appears as a universal pit, figuratively as well as li
ally the world’s low point. As C. S. Lewis puts it, the med
eval model is in fact not anthropocentric b
‘‘anthropoperipheral.’’19 This negative view encompasses,
nally, not only ancient and medieval Arabic, Jewish, a
Christian writers, but also many prominent voices that
usually associate with Renaissance humanism, both be
and after the time of Copernicus. Giovanni Pico~1463–
1494!, even within a work that acquired the titleOration on
the Dignity of Man~1486!, refers to our present dwelling
place the earth as ‘‘the excrementary and filthy parts of
lower world.’’20 And a quarter century after the publicatio
of De revolutionibus, in 1568, Michel de Montaigne takes u
the same theme once more, declaring that we are ‘‘lod
here in the dirt and filth of the world, nailed and rivetted
the worst and deadest part of the universe, in the lowest s
of the house, and most remote from the heavenly arch.’’21

But what do we discover when we turn from this rich a
thickly woven background to the work of 20th century hi
torians of science? How surprised might Pico and Montaig
be to read Morris Kline’s confident declaration that one
the ‘‘prevailing doctrines of Christianity’’ in the time of Co
pernicus and Kepler was the ‘‘comforting dogma’’ ‘‘that ma
was at the center of the universe; ...the chief concern
God,’’ and ‘‘chief actor on the central stage.’’22 Can we avoid
the conclusion that what truly appears as the prevalent v
in the Middle Ages and beyond, of this earth as ‘‘the exc
mentary and filthy parts of the lower world,’’ flatly contra
dicts the now-standard assertions of Kline and so many
ers who perpetuate this great Copernican cliche´? Before
pressing this conclusion, however, let us consider some
the Copernicans themselves.

IV. COPERNICANISM AND THE EXALTATION OF
THE EARTH

In contrast with Maimonides, Dante, and Pico, Copernic
himself may be seen as ‘‘exalting’’ the position of huma
kind in the universe. Most famously, in the letter to Po
Paul III with which he opensDe revolutionibus, Copernicus
tells how ‘‘it began to irritate me that the philosophers
could not agree on a more reliable theory concerning
motions of the system of the universe, which the best a
most orderly Artist of all framed for our sake@propter
nos#.’’ 23 As Fernand Hallyn comments in his study of Cope
nicus and Kepler, ‘‘if man is the beneficiary of the world, h
profound ‘centrality’ remains, wherever he is physically l
cated. ... Copernicus’ universe ... remains from this persp
tive profoundly anthropocentric.’’24 The contrast with Mai-
monides’ warning more than 300 years earlier not to ‘‘thi
1031Dennis R. Danielson
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that the spheres and the angels were created for our s
could hardly be clearer. Over the past century a handfu
other scholars have in their own ways drawn attention
medieval geocentrism’s non-anthropocentric character o
anthropocentric tendencies within Copernicanism,25 but their
arguments, however robust, have apparently simply not
istered in either the popular or the scholarly scientific min

So let us examine Copernicanism’s exaltation of us a
our earth against the backdrop of medieval assumptions
I have already sketched—assumptions whereby we find
selves in a sort of cosmic sump here in the center of
universe. If we probe the textual record of Copernicanis
we can see what both it and its opponents took to be t
ideas’ axiological implications for the issue of our cosm
location. Consider first the famous 1536 letter by Nicho
SchWnberg that prefixes theDe revolutionibus, in which he
encouraged Copernicus to communicate his cosmolog
other scholars. In Copernicus’s cosmology, SchWnberg sum-
marizes, ‘‘the sun occupies the lowest, and thus the cen
place in the universe.’’26 The logic of this phrase is signifi
cant: Note that the place occupied by the sun islowest, and
therefore central, not the other way around. We may a
speculate that Copernicus might thus have felt a consider
degree of awkwardness, initially, in placing the sun in t
low location previously occupied by the lowly earth—an
even perhaps that he is compensating for this apparen
motion of the sun when, in his famous ‘‘hymn,’’ he so poe
cally ~but also with an appeal to practicality! describes the
restationing:

And behold, in the midst of all resides the sun.
For who, in this most beautiful temple, would set
this lamp in another or a better place, whence to
illuminate all things at once? For aptly indeed do
some call him the lantern—and others the mind
or the ruler—of the universe. Hermes Trismegis-
tus calls him the visible god, and Sophocles’
Electra ‘‘the beholder’’ of all things. Truly in-
deed does the sun, as if seated upon a royal
throne, govern his family of planets as they circle
about him.27

My own suspicion is that this strenuous revaluing and
furbishing of the center, complete with ‘‘royal throne’’~N.B.
the serious play on words: ‘‘tanquam insolio regali Sol res-
idens ...’’!, was such a dazzling success that we have e
since been blinded to how Copernicus’s predecessors
viewed the central location.

Consider another letter, one about Galileo written by C
dinal Bellarmine in 1615, almost 80 years later than SchWn-
berg’s. Bellarmine addresses the familiar issue of whet
the Bible itself dictates a geocentric view. But looking b
yond that issue and, keeping in mind geocentrism’s evid
uncomplimentary implications for the status of the earth,
notice how these infuse Bellarmine’s language. Both
Church Fathers and the modern commentators on Scrip
Bellarmine says, agree ‘‘in the literal interpretation that t
sun is in heaven and turns around the earth with great sp
and that the earth isvery far from heavenand sits motionless
at the center of the world.’’28 Surely ‘‘very far from heaven’’
is a long way from conjuring up any picture of a throne o
pedestal! Similar language is echoed by Galileo in what
pears to be his response to Bellarmine. Here Galileo supp
a less literalistic reading: ‘‘In regard to placing the sun
heaven and the earthoutside it, as Scripture seems to affirm
1032 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 10, October 2001
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etc., this truly seems to me to be a simple perception of o
and a manner of speaking only for our convenience.’’29

From this and other such correspondence, it is clear
Galileo is interested in overthrowing not Scripture itself b
rather a hidebound Aristotelian interpretation of it. And o
of the things about that interpretation that he undermine
precisely the uncomplimentary and cosmically isolated sta
that Aristotle and the followers of Ptolemy ascribe to t
earth. By contrast, Galileo’s version of Copernicanismpro-
motesearth and its inhabitants to a role of participation a
reciprocation within the cosmic scheme. For example, inSid-
ereus Nuncius~1610! Galileo explicitly presents his accoun
of earthshine—of how the earth sends light to the moon
as the moon shines upon the earth—as entailing commu
and commerce between these two heavenly bodies, as in
between two stars: ‘‘The earth, with fair and grateful e
change, pays back to the moon an illumination like th
which it receives from the moon.’’30 Furthermore, Galileo
writes, this account militates against ‘‘those who assert, p
cipally on the grounds that it has neither motion nor lig
that the earth must be excluded from the dance of the s
For ... the earth does have motion, ... it surpasses the moo
brightness, and ... it is not the sump where the universe’s
and ephemera collect.’’31

The same idea is repeated with great force and cla
more than 20 years later in Galileo’sDialogo, in which his
spokesman Salviati declares: ‘‘As for the earth, we seek .
ennoble and perfect it when we strive to make it like t
celestial bodies, and, as it were, place it in heaven, fr
whence your philosophers have banished it.’’32 ‘‘Your phi-
losophers,’’ in this case, of course, are the sorts of Ptolem
astronomers who, according to the almost unanimous
count of historians of science for at least the past cent
placed earth ‘‘on a pedestal’’ at the center of the world. Ho
ever, contrary to the oft-repeated claim that ancient and
dieval geocentrism placed the earth and humankind in a p
sition of supreme or privileged importance in the universe
is heliocentrism, the new cosmology of Copernicus, th
truly construes the place of humankind as one of pro
nence. In Ptolemaic cosmology, the place of earth is both
and lowly. But, in contrast, the cosmology of Copernicus a
Galileo is, in more senses than one,uppity.

Kepler’s views are likewise strikingly anthropocentric. F
Kepler, the center position would be downright dull—and
don’t mean just lacking in luminosity. He argues that, b
cause ‘‘man’’ was created for contemplation, ‘‘and adorn
and equipped with eyes, he could not remain at rest in
center. On the contrary, he must make an annual journey
this boat, which is our earth, to perform his observations
There is no globe nobler or more suitable for man than
earth. For, in the first place, it isexactly in the middleof the
principal globes .... Above it are Mars, Jupiter, and Satu
Within the embrace of its orbit run Venus and Mercury, wh
at the center the sun rotates.’’33 This is clearly a complete
reconceptualization of what it means to be in the center.
exercise or actualize their divine image properly, huma
must be able to observe the universe from a ‘‘central’’ b
dynamic and changing point of view conveniently provid
by what Kepler sees as this optimally placed orbiting sp
station of ours. And for him, therefore, only with theaboli-
tion of geocentrism may we truly say that we occupy t
best, most privileged place in the universe. Indeed, so c
vinced was Kepler of the superiority of humankind’s stati
here on earth that, charmingly, he expressed a certain pity
1032Dennis R. Danielson
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those~he thought! who dwell on Jupiter, and theorizes tha
in the divine plan, the Jovians, so that they won’t feeltoo
envious of us earth-dwellers, are granted a few extra mo
by way of compensation: ‘‘Let the Jovian creatures, the
fore, have something with which to console themselves.
them even have ... their own four planets.’’34

So again the question arises: How does what Copernic
and pre-Copernicans actually wrote square with the p
nouncements of modern commentators? Where does it l
the repeated claim~in the approving words of Sigmun
Freud! about that ‘‘outrage’’ against humankind’s ‘‘naiv
self-love’’ which we associate with ‘‘the name o
Copernicus?’’35 How does it harmonize with the same tale
told more recently by Carl Sagan and again by Terrence D
con, who says that ‘‘Since Copernicus first suggested
Terra Firma might not be located in the center of the cosm
most of the remaining vestiges of human specialness h
come into doubt?’’36 I suggest that Copernicus and Galile
and Kepler themselves, if we but read them, undercut
fundamental assumption of such pronouncements, either
central location equates with human specialness, or that
of central location equates with loss of human specialne

V. ORIGINS OF THE CLICHE´

If so many prominent medieval authors and such auth
tative early modern spokespeople for heliocentrism und
mine that equation of geocentrism and anthropocentrism
and if Copernicanism creates the exhilarating prospect of
species inhabiting a star, a planet, a place no longer ‘
cluded from the dance of the stars’’—then how did the gr
Copernican cliche´ arise? I do not yet have any definitiv
answer to this question. It is much easier to expose fac
error than to account for motivation. I have no doubt that,
many, the exhilaration translated into bewilderment. O
thinks of John Donne’s oft-quoted lament, ‘‘’Tis all in piece
all coherence gone;’’ or Pascal’s ‘‘The eternal silence
these infinite spaces frightens me;’’ or Robert Burton’s h
morous but frustrated roundup of the cosmologists of
day: ‘‘the world is tossed in a blanket amongst them, th
hoist the earth up and down like a ball.’’37 Moreover, perhaps
bewilderment and loss of security have been interpreted,
derstandably, as loss of specialness.38 But it is worth pointing
out that the security, even coziness, of the medieval univ
~of which there were varying versions!, does not by itself
justify our reading human haughtiness or vanity into th
cosmology. One can be cozy in a humble basement suite
acquaintance recently told me the story of his small fam
moving out of such a dwelling and into a new spacio
house. And he recounted how he had wept, because that
suite had been so filled with joy and had played such
important role in the unfolding of his marriage and of h
young family’s life together.

I am also not yet able to pinpoint exactlywhenthe cliché
first appeared, though I would venture that it arose some t
in the decades after 1640. In that year John Wilkins, perh
the greatest English apologist for Copernicanism in the m
17th century, explicitly acknowledges that heliocentris
stands in opposition to those geocentrists who argue from
premise that the central position is the universe’s wo
location:

The second sort of arguments taken from natural philo
phy, are principally these three.
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~1! First, from the vileness of our earth, because it co
sists of a more sordid and base matter than any other pa
the world; and therefore must be situated in the centre, wh
is the worst place, and at the greatest distance from th
purer incorruptible bodies, the heavens.

I answer: this argument does suppose such proposit
for grounds, which are not yet proved, and therefore no
be granted as

~1! That bodies must be as far distant in places, as in no
ity.

~2! That the earth is of a more ignoble substance than
other planets, consisting of a more base and vile ma

~3! That the center is the worst place.

All of which are ~if not evidently false! yet very uncertain.39

However, by the mid-1650s or shortly thereafter, so
writers can indeed be found associating geocentrism w
human self-importance. Among these are Cyrano de B
erac, who protests ‘‘the insufferable pride of humans,’’ a
Thomas Burnet, who as it were retaliates by referring to
earth as an ‘‘obscure and sordid particle.’’40 But it is the great
French popularizer of Copernicanism Bernard le Bouvier
Fontenelle who most powerfully asserts the negative a
ological implications of the new cosmology: In his famo
Entretiens sur la Pluralite´ des Mondes, the lady in the dia-
logue, upon hearing about the heliocentric model, decla
that Copernicus, had he been able, would have depr
earth of the moon just as he has deprived it of all the ot
planets, for she perceives, she says, that he ‘‘had no g
kindness for the earth.’’ Yet Fontenelle’s own character
plies to the contrary by praising Copernicus: ‘‘I am e
tremely pleased with him ... for having humbled the vanity
mankind, who had usurped the first and best situation in
universe.’’41 This interpretation of Copernicanism becam
the standard and apparently unquestioned version of the
lightenment, as magisterially summarized by Goethe:

Perhaps no discovery or opinion ever produced a
greater effect on the human spirit than did the
teaching of Copernicus. No sooner was the earth
recognized as being round and self-contained,
than it was obliged to relinquish the colossal
privilege of being the center of the universe.42

And from Goethe and the Enlightenment to the pres
there has been, in more senses than one, almost no loo
back.

How might we account for the genesis of this interpre
tion and for its manifest success in driving out all others
have already mentioned, in connection with Copernicu
hymn, my suspicion that once the center was seen as b
occupied by the royal sun, that locationdid appear to be a
very special place. Thus we anachronistically read the ph
cal center’s post-Copernican excellence back into the p
Copernican world picture—and so turn it upside down. Bu
also suspect~though can’t yet prove! that the great Coperni
can clichéis in some respects more than just an innoc
confusion. Rather, it functions as a self-congratulatory st
that materialist modernism recites to itself as a means
displacing its own hubris onto what it likes to call the ‘‘Dar
Ages.’’ When Fontenelle and his successors tell the tale,
clear that they are making no disinterested point; they m
no secret of the fact that they are ‘‘extremely pleased’’ w
the demotion they read into the accomplishment of Cope
cus. But the trick of this supposed dethronement is th
while purportedly rendering ‘‘Man’’ less cosmically an

metaphysically important, it actually enthrones us modern
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‘‘scientific’’ humans in all our enlightened superiority. It de
clares, in effect, ‘‘We’re truly very special because we’v
shown that we’re not so special.’’ By equating anthropocen-
trism with the now unarguably disreputable belief in geoc
trism, such modern ideology manages to treat as nugator
naive the legitimate and burning question of whether earth
earth’s inhabitants may indeed be cosmically special. Inst
it offers—if anything at all—a specialness that is cast
exclusively existential or Promethean terms, with humank
lifting itself up by its own bootstraps and heroically, thoug
in the end pointlessly, defying the universal silence. But I
suggesting that such suppression or evasion of the large
sue of teleology ought to be recognized as lacking histori
philosophical, or scientific warrant.

Not that everyone has evaded such questions. There
pear actually to be an increasing number who unapolog
cally carry the torch for this ‘‘rare earth,’’ to echo a rece
prominent book title.43 And for me, the words of Michae
Polanyi almost half a century ago still strike a chord: Scie
tific ‘‘objectivity’’ as ‘‘exemplified by Copernican theory ..
does not demand that we estimate man’s significance in
universe by the minute size of his body, by the brevity of
past history or his probable future career. It does not req
that we see ourselves as a mere grain of sand in a mi
Saharas. ... It is not a counsel of self-effacement, but the v
reverse—a call to the Pygmalion in the mind of man.’44

Such an account of scientific objectivity, this Pygmalion
the mind, may in the end prove compatible with what so
physicists and some nonphysicists would see as a ques
meaning that transcends the physical. But even at the ph
cal level, so far Copernicanism’s reinterpretation of earth a
star need not be seen as a demotion or dethronemen
Hans Blumenberg has proposed, our ‘‘cosmic oasis’’—‘‘th
miracle of an exception, our own blue planet in the midst
the disappointing celestial desert—is no longer ‘also a s
but rather the only one that seems to deserve this name45

VI. THE FUTURE OF THE CLICHE ´

I don’t intend to conclude this paper merely by soundi
an emotional or meditative note about our place in the u
verse, though I hope it is clear that I do think such notes
part of the cosmic melody which animates all our endeav
I have not forgotten that my main role here is janitorial. A
yet, after all, to sweep away the great Copernican cliche´ will
require the efforts of more than just one custodian. So
could say that I have tried to assemble brooms for other
use. These include careful distinctions between literal
figurative, physical and metaphysical, geocentric and ant
pocentric. They also include the simple but powerful to
we acquire when we actually read the writings of those ab
whom historical pronouncements are made, and when
take care not to readback into those writings later physica
theories—as in the example of the error of seeing Aristot
earth as constituting a Newtonian mass. In addition, al
with trying to provide some brooms, I have suggested r
sons why the cliche´ deserves to be swept away. It nontriv
ally misrepresents the pre-Copernican worldview. It impe
a critical evaluation of what may be the hidden ‘‘teleolog
of materialist modernism. And perhaps most corrosive
it creates the false impression that cosmology si
Copernicus—or even science generally—has steadily
unambiguously demonstrated the insignificance or m
physical ‘‘noncentrality’’ of human life within the universe—
1034 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 10, October 2001
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when surely we must continue to address that compel
and still open question: Whatis our place within this dance
of the stars?

Finally, I would like respectfully to point out that thos
who wish to remain adherents of the view that Copernic
‘‘dethroned’’ humankind are possibly, and perhaps ironica
now in the position of those who once clung to th
Aristotelian/Ptolemaic model even after having the oppor
nity to observe, through Galileo’s telescope, the moons
Jupiter, the phases of Venus, and the spots on the surfac
the rotating sun. Such sights no doubt unsettled some de
ingrained and very widespread ways of thinking. But, scie
tifically, the unsettling was not the issue; nor could the o
served evidence be refuted by the mere claim that ‘‘every
knows otherwise.’’ Today, it seems, ‘‘everyone knows’’ th
Copernicanism was a demotion for humankind, a denia
earthly and human specialness in the universe. Howe
against this conventional view I have offered an array
disconfirming evidence. And my simple janitorial appeal
those who still cling to the great Copernican cliche´ is that
they themselves now undertake to rescue and refurbish i
else abandon it to the dumpster of discredited ideas.
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